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ABSTRACT  
 

New technology always has a heavy impact on teaching and learning using podcasting in sports management is no different. Many 

institutions are cutting back on textbooks and investing in technology enhanced teaching, and learning, podcasting is one of the 

forefront technologies in this change. This paper draw’s on Roger’s (1985) diffusion of innovation of perceived attributes theory. 

Diffusion of innovations as a collection of models and concepts that form a coherent approach to understanding the many 

components within the process of innovation adoption.“The real power of podcasting is twofold: It gives learners point-of-need 

access to information, and it disseminates information in exciting new ways.” The incorporation of podcasting in teaching and 

learning is attributed to the ease of creation and consuming as well as the various ways in which education podcasts enhance the 

teachers’ students’ teaching and learning experience; Although podcast has been used in developed countries for decades; podcast is 

still considered as new in developing countries where the innovation is just appearing; Nigerian educational system has not 

benefitted from podcast; whereas it has become a blessing in the developed world ensuring better performances of students and in 

the management teaching and learning situations.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Development in the area of ICTs has brought about the 

existence of social media which has gradually become an 

indispensable tool for teaching and learning into area of 

sport. The use of (podcast has affected teaching and 

learning, as it provides teaching with innovative and 

effective ways of interaction and collaboration with their 

students (Ractham & Zhang, 2006). Podcast as a social 

media is a vital tools which help the teacher to generate, 

disseminate, exchange and share information as well as for 

knowledge gathering. Podcast are used for many purpose 

and there are several advocates of podcasting who believe 

that podcast can offer unique educational benefit to 

teachers and students. Nile, 2006); argue that podcast can 

promote several powerful ideas that student can use over a 

lifetime. Furthermore O` Bannon,  (2011) stated that the 

main advantage of podcasting is the simplicity that it offer 

to user, listener are no longer constrained by time and space 

with regard to their used, Britt  (2011). Expensive 

equipment or sophisticated know-how is not needed to 

create podcast. However despite the significant role play by 

this technology for teaching and learning delivery it do not 

receive much attention in schools. To this view, 

Shankumar, (2009) collaborate that teachers’ awareness of 

social media (podcast) is not very popular”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This paper draws on the foundational theories of Rogers (1983) 

& Kolb (1984) the two theories sees learning as the process 

whereby knowledge is created through the adoption of innovative 

teaching and learning. Knowledge results from the combination 

of innovative technology and transforming learning process 

(Kolb, 2001). While the principles of diffusion of innovation seek 

link all the processes that contribute to effective innovative 

learning in a logical and systematic fashion, specifically learning 

objectives, resources, activities and assessment. They can be used 

to convey instructional information from the teacher, 

motivational stories, and auditory case studies. Podcasts can also 

be used by the learners as artifacts and evidence of learning; for 

example, a student might prepare a brief podcast as a summary of 

a concept in lieu of writing an essay. Podcasts can also be used as 

a means of self-reflection on the learning processes or products. 

Absent students can use your podcasts to see class lectures, daily 

activities, homework assignments, handouts, and more.  

 

The use of audio podcasts in higher education are that individuals 

student (1) use existing podcasts and/or (2) Students can create 

their own podcast to share their learning experiences with each 

other and also with other students from other schools. Podcasts 

are used for many educational purposes and there are several 

advocates of podcasting who believe that it can offer unique 

educational benefits to learners.  Podcasts are created by students 

for projects or by instructors for instructional purposes.  Decision 

process to adopt an innovation should be based through 

information-seeking and information-processing activity to 

reduce uncertainty about the advantages and disadvantages of an 

innovation. Managing a learning environment such as this poses 

its own unique challenges. 
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CONCEPT AND DEFINITION 
 

According to the Redman& Peek, (2001) sees a podcast is a 

"digital recording of a radio broadcast or similar program, 

made available on the internet for downloading to a 

personal audio payer." in other words, it is a digital audio 

file that is created, shared and heard. Podcast can also be in 

the form of videos streamlined online, however, video 

podcast is known as vidcast or vodcast. The term podcast 

as Vogt & Gard (2010), pointed originated from combining 

the words “ipods and broad casting”. Like blogging one of 

the most important aspects of podcasts is its RSS feed; The 

RSS feed is what brings the new information added to a 

website to you without having to visit the site. Whereas 

those that listen to podcasts usually subscribe to the RSS 

feed using pod catchers like iTunes. This means the latest 

podcast episodes are downloaded when iTunes is opened 

up and automatically transferred onto their ipod (or media 

player) when it’s to their computer. In simple terms a 

podcast is audio or video content that you can subscribe to 

using RSS.  

 

Without the RSS it is audio streaming or online video. 

Video podcast are also referred to as vidcast or vodcast. A 

podcast is a form of digital media that consists of an 

episodic series of audio, video, digital radio, PDF, or ePub 

files subscribed to and downloaded through web 

syndication or streamed online to a computer or mobile 

device. The word is a portmanteau of "(i) Pod" and 

"broadcast." Thomas, Richards & Smith, (2006) defines 

"Podcast" as: a program (as of music or talk) made 

available in digital format for automatic download over the 

Internet. Podcast refers to the creation and regular 

distribution of podcast through the Internet. Podcasts, 

which can include audio, video, PDF, and ePUB files, can 

be subscribe to and downloaded through web syndication 

or streamed online to a computer or mobile device (Hew, 

2009). Subscribers are then able to view, listen to, and 

transfer the episodes to a variety of media, Podcasting 

device is used to listen to or watch an audio or video 

broadcast. Broadcasts are published on the internet and 

automatically downloaded on to a handheld device when 

the user next connects it (for synchronization).  

 

The user can then choose when, where and how to listen to 

or watch them. Podcasting is a converged medium bringing 

together audio, the web portable media player, and a 

disruptive technology that has caused some in the radio 

business to reconsider some of the established practices and 

preconceptions about audiences, consumption, production 

distribution (O’ Bannon, (2011). Podcast is an audio file 

that is possible to download from the internet and as such 

can be used to supplement online and face-to-face classes, 

allowing students to personalize their learning and freeing 

to try more interactive teaching methods in the classroom 

(Farkas, 2007). Furthermore, podcasting is unlimited 

resources of authentic material which can use for teaching 

as well as learning foreign languages. Not every school has 

resources to employ a native speaker to confront the 

student with authentic speech. With podcasting this practice 

is infinitely easier. 

 

Since its “birth”, the internet in podcasting for educational 

purpose is constantly growing. The reasons might be several. 

Mumtaz, (2000) believe that podcasting brings opportunity for 

many teachers to explore areas of teaching that are attractive, but 

which few teachers actually manage to make practice. Miller & 

Piller,  (2005) claims that pod casting may create a new paradigm 

of teaching and learning: note-taking, for example, is “almost 

history”, and podcasting is helping students to think more 

creatively: “the idea is that they can actually ruminate, and listen 

again to lectures and tutorial as a way of encouraging critical, 

analytical approaches”. Podcasting become alternative method of 

learning which can help to improve students listing skills. Most 

of producers of podcasts are educators who use this technology to 

communicate with their students outside the traditional class. 

Podcasting is also a tool which allows teachers to share their 

ideas and suggestions in order to improve their method of 

teaching. Miller & Piller, (2005) believe that “podcasts can be 

used to enhance, enrich and extend the scope, reach, and efficacy 

of classroom activities” in addition, they claim that “podcast 

content that is just right for a given instructional situation 

becomes a resource of exceptional potential. 

 

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF PODCAST 

 

McCarthy, (2000) traced the history of podcast to the late 1990s, 

as broadband internet appear and became popular; this is a 

website that allow users to create and upload content. Thus, the 

first social network site that appeared in 1997 was (six 

degrees.com. he emphasized that from 2002 onward; a large 

number of social network sites were lunched. The term “podcast” 

originates from the combination of the brand name of the 

currently most popular player (ïPodTM) with “broadcast”.  It is 

very much a horizontal media from: producers are consumers and 

consumers become producers and engage in conversations with 

each other. (Beard, 2011); Blaisdell (2006); Chan & Lee (2005) 

describe the effects of podcasting in helping to reduce student 

anxieties. Miller & Piller (2005) argue that supplementary 

podcasts can increase students’ satisfaction ratings. Edirisingha & 

Salmon (2007) found that podcasts contributed to informality and 

engagement. Cebeci & Tekdal (2006) describe how podcasting 

can make material more accessible to a wider diversity of 

learners. Boulos, Marmba, & Wheeler (2006) discuss ways in 

which podcasts can be combined with wikis and blogs to enhance 

the learning experiences of students, clinicians and patients in the 

health industry. Baird and Fisher (2006) found that podcasts can 

be effective in enhancing student engagement and reflection. 

Dale (2007) describes how supplementary podcasts can help meet 

the needs of modern learners in the form of Level One students 

on an undergraduate degree in Tourism. 

 

Roger’s (1995) Diffusion of innovation theory 
Diffusion of innovations is an old concept, long recognized by 

anthropologists and historians in their work on the spread of 

culture (Heine-Geldern, 1968). The diffusion of innovations 

theory is actually a collection of models and concepts that form a 

coherent approach to understanding the many components within 

the process of innovation adoption. The core model articulated by 

Rogers in his seminal book, The Diffusion of Innovations, first 

published in 1962 and with updates approximately every 10 years 

spanned from (1962, 1971, 1983, 1995, 2003). In these models, 

diffusion is described as the process by which: An innovation is 

communicated through certain channels over time among 

members of a social system (Rogers 2003).  
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Each part of this model – the innovation, communication 

channels, time and social system has a set of related 

concepts, approaches and models that further describe and 

flesh out the core components.  

 

Rogers, (1983)Viewed sociologically, the process of 

diffusion may be characterized as the (1) acceptance, (2) 

over time, (3) of some specific item - an idea or practice, 

(4) by individuals, groups, or other adopting units, linked 

(5) to specific channels of communication, (6) to a social 

structure, and (7) to a given system of values, or culture. 

Rogers 1983; “Diffusion refers to the spread of something 

within a social system”, and  the “four crucial elements 

identified in the analysis of the diffusion of innovations,” 

innovation, communication, social system, and time, the 

seven (acceptance, time, item, adopting units, channel of 

communication, a social structure culture) “adopting units,” 

“a social structure,” “culture,” collapsed these three 

elements into “a social system,””the process by which 

innovation spread to the members of a social system” “the 

process by which an innovation is communicated through 

certain channels over time among the members of a social 

system”(Rogers,1995). 

 

“an idea perceived as new by the individual,” whether in 

terms of knowledge, persuasion, or decision to adopt. No 

matter what the type, an innovation will usually have both a 

material form (the physical product or representation of a 

practice or idea) and an idea component (the information 

base of the innovation) relative advantage is the “degree to 

which an innovation is perceived as better that the idea it 

supersedes” compatibility is the “degree to which an 

innovation is perceived as difficult to understand and use”. 

Finally, observability is the “degree to which the results of 

an innovation are visible to others”. Found that successful 

innovations are those that are perceived as being more 

advantageous than current ideas, compatible, easily tried, 

highly observable, and not difficult to use.  

 

As Rogers has noted, diffusion is a special form of 

communication concerned with form of communication 

concerned with the spread of new idea, product or practice. 

According to Rogers (1995), “the essence of the diffusion 

process is the information exchange through which one 

individual communicates a new idea to one or several 

others inclusion of time “differentiates the study of 

diffusion both from the importance of considering the time 

element is evidenced in three ways in diffusion research if 

the area of technology adoption, and the diffusion of 

innovations theory is a key theoretical framework for 

understanding the psycho-social aspects of decisions to 

adopt technology. 

 

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and the Unified 

Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) 

the key factors influencing the decision to adopt a 

technology are the perceived usefulness and the perceived 

ease of use of the technology these two factors line up with 

the relative advantage and complexity characteristics of an 

innovation identified by Rogers as necessary for adoption  

 

 

Moore and Benbasat, (1991), such as relative advantage, ease of 

use, image, visibility, compatibility, results demonstrability, and 

voluntariness of use. Innovations theory technology adoption is 

the flexibility of the work to address both frameworks to address 

both formal and informal adoption environments, the 

examination of the innovation decision process, looking at how 

an individual makes the decision to adopt and then implements 

the innovation integration of the diffusion theory base with the 

technology adoption models. The diffusion of innovations theory 

provides rich resources for concepts, models, methodological 

approaches, and perspectives there are many interesting avenues 

to pursue in exploring why and how individuals adopt 

technologies. 

 

Marcus’ theoretical Model of Adoption asserts that potential 

adopters of innovation evaluate the positive value that the 

innovation has for them which can be measured in terms of cost 

and benefit. Personal and organization factors combine to 

determine the adoption and use of an information technology 

initiative.  Such personal factors include time, resources, cost, 

and effort to acquire skills, necessary skills and prior experience 

with similar innovations (Lonn & Teasely, 2009).  

 

USING PODCAST TO TEACH IS THERE REALLY A 

NEED?  
 

Strang & Soule (1998) are of the view that there is really a need 

to use podcast in teaching and learning of any sport skills, these 

is as a result of poor quality of student note taking skills, poor 

handwritingn and poor listening skills, Inability to differentiate 

important content from non-important content, the fast talking 

teacher, note taking counterproductive to listening for some 

students.  

 

Lazzri, (2009) explain memory retention of an average student in 

learning sport skill 

20 minutes           47% forgotten 

  1 day                  62% forgotten 

  2 days                69% forgotten 

75 days                75% forgotten 

78 days                78% forgotten 

 

Uses of Podcasts in Sports 
Podcasts can be used for several sport management purposes; 

these are: Podcast are great alternatives for delivering research 

content or lessons to students who need remedial or extended 

support Students can create their own podcast to share their 

learning experiences with each other and also with other students 

from other schools 

 

Lecturer of sport management can record audio podcast to 

provide additional and revision material to students to download 

and review at a time that fits them the best. Podcast can 

hugely benefit poor auditory learners and help them in their 

learning Creating podcast allows students to develop several 

important skills such as researching, writing, speaking 

effectively, solving problems, managing time, grabbing attention 

and improving their vocabulary. 
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The real power of podcasting is twofold: It gives learners 

point-of-need access to information, and it disseminates 

information in exciting new ways. Students eagerly and 

actively participate in the creation of content-rich podcasts, 

and those who publish their podcasts publicly are quickly 

connected to the world community in ways never before 

possible (Eash, 2006).” Gray (2013) describes the 

educational benefits of podcast in sport management 

include: stimulates creative learning and new ways of 

communication; encourages publication with a purpose; 

provides a vast potential audience; enables feedback; 

develops confidence and skills (speaking, writing, listening, 

ICT, teamwork, self-discipline, ability to give and receive 

feedback). Other pragmatic benefits include: Encouraging 

personalized learning; connecting the school to parents and 

the community at large; supporting students with special 

needs; providing valuable activities in any curriculum area; 

Catering to different learning styles. Podcasting encourages 

in students a strong sense of engagement in and ownership 

of their work. This video (Podcasting in the classroom) 

covers some basics of podcasting and its application in the 

classroom 

 

BENEFITS OF PODCASTING IN LEARNING   
 

Some of the benefits of podcasts in learning as articulated 

by Dayis, (1989), a well-conceived podcasts are an 

effective, portable, convenient and intimate way to deliver 

and produce content, and to build ongoing relationships 

with your students. When you are considering producing 

podcasts for teaching according to Cebeci, & Tekdal, 

(2006), consider these top benefits: 

 
1. Podcasts make information personal: In a podcast, the 

content is communicated directly to you, the listener, either 

verbally or through video. That’s a much more intimate 

way of getting information than reading it from an e-mail 

or document. 

 
2. Podcasts are convenient and easy to consume: Once 

you subscribe to a podcast feed, new podcasts are 

automatically downloaded to your computer as soon as they 

are available. You can listen to them at your convenience. 

 

3. Podcasts cut costs: Because podcasts are delivered 

digitally, they eliminate many costs associated with other 

forms of communication including postage, printing, and 

paper. They can also reduce meeting costs and e-mail 

storage costs. They are easy to archive and updating them 

is quick and easy. 

 

4. Podcasting is a time-efficient form of communication: 

You can listen to podcasts while you do other things at 

work or at home, or during your commute. Some types of 

meetings can be eliminated in favor of podcasts, saving 

time and improving productivity. 

 
5. Podcasts are portable: Once a podcast resides on your 

computer, if your computer is portable, you can take the 

podcast with you and listen whenever or wherever you 

want. Or, you can transfer the podcast to a personal media 

player such as an iPod. 

 

6. Podcasting is an on-demand technology: Listeners decide 

what they want to hear, and when they want to hear it. On one 

hand, this means you’re competing for their eyes and ears. On the 

other hand, this means that if they are subscribing to your 

podcasts, there’s an excellent chance they’re actually getting the 

information you’re providing to them. 

 

7. Podcasts are one way to deliver on a social networking 
strategy: Your podcast subscribers are the core of your 

community and over time, they will be your best prospects for 

deepening the relationship through cross-sell and loyalty tactics. 

 

HOW TO INTEGRATE PODCASTS IN TEACHING AND 

LEARNING 
 

 Strang, & Soule, (1998), identified some specific ideas for 

integrating audio recording and concern that need to be 

considered when using podcasts; these are: 

 

Quality - Discussions of quality sometimes relate to the technical 

quality (sound quality, organization of content), just as one might 

discuss proper development of an essay or a novel but in the 

context of technology and sound. 

 
Authenticity - Authenticity comes into play when thinking about 

who is making the podcast and why. 

 

Freedom of Speech - The question of individual freedom of 

speech is especially relevant when the podcast is a personal 

statement of position, such as might be found in political 

podcasts, personal journal podcasts, and organizational podcasts 

to support a specific point of view. 

 
Technical Support - Podcasts require considerable hard drive 

space for storage of files and bandwidth for playing them back. 

Training is required to teach teachers how to podcast and 

integrate the technology into the classroom. Creating podcasts 

can be technically challenging for the average student and 

additional support is needed in the classroom. 

 

ADVANTAGES OF USING PODCAST 
Strub, (2009), listed the main advantages of podcasting is the 

simplicity that it offers to learners. Listeners are no longer 

constrained by time and space with regard to their learning. 

According to Dayis, (1989), Podcasts give superior support to 

auditory learners who comprise 30% of all learners. One of the 

greatest advantages of education podcasts is the portability and 

convenience they offer. Podcasts can be downloaded to almost 

any kind of mobile device, allowing the student to access the 

learning resources anytime, anywhere without too much effort. 

Kelly,  (2002). This makes podcasts very convenient and also 

paves the way for truly flexible learning. Podcast have an 

additional advantage, of being a “push” or “subscription” rather 

than a “pull” technology. That is, the material is delivered 

directly from the source Internet location to the device, rather 

than requiring the user to seek it out and download it (Campbell, 

2005). 
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This reduces the overhead experienced by the learner in 

having to search for, locate, and retrieve material. Whilst 

maximum benefit comes from downloading podcasts onto a 

portable device, it is usually also possible to listen to or 

portable devices are not prevented from accessing the 

material. As discussed by Richard Berry, podcast can be 

used to convey instructional information from the teacher 

or trainer, motivational stories, and authority case studies. 

Podcasts can also be used by the user as artifacts and 

evidence of learning; for example, a student might prepare 

a brief podcasts can also be used as a means of self-

reflection on the learning processes, McFadden, (2008). 

Podcasts can be help keep students on the same page, 

including those that are absent! Absent students can use 

your podcasts to see class lectures, daily activities, 

homework assignments, handouts, and more. Britt,(2011).  

 

Strang, & Soule, (1998), opined that students can create 

their own podcast to share their learning experience with 

each other and also with other student from other schools. 

This idea of disruptiveness is largely because no one person 

owns the technology; it is free to listen and create content, 

which departs from the traditional model of ‘gate-kept’ 

media and production tools. 

 
Flexible Availability – 24 hours a Day: One of the greatest 

advantages of education podcasts is the portability and 

convenience they offer. Podcasts can be downloaded to 

almost any kind of mobile device, allowing the student to 

access the learning resources anytime, anywhere without 

too much effort. This makes podcasts very convenient and 

also paves the way for truly flexibile learning. 

 
Student Created Content: One of the most interesting and 

valuable uses of Podcasting in Education is the concept of 

student created content. You can allow students to create 

their own podcasts of short questions, discussions, 

presentations or projects and make them available to their 

classmates. This encourages engagement in the material, 

allowing students to take control of a little aspect of their 

education. They can question, the can contribute and they 

can teach each other. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LECTURE REVIEW 
 

Simply making podcasts of your existing lectures makes them 

easily accessible by students and creates invaluable study aids. 

Students can use the podcasts for reference purposes or when 

preparing themselves for upcoming examinations. Any student 

who had challenges understanding a topic in the classroom can 

listen to this podcast, study and understand the topic at his own 

pace. This is particularly valuable to students from an 

international background or with learning difficulties. Make up 

for Missed Classes: When a student misses a class, it’s not 

always because they’re lazy. Using podcasts, a sick student who 

has missed a number of classes can download recordings of the 

lectures and thus is able to “fill in the gaps”. Moreover, a lecturer 

who is unable to attend his or her classes can make a podcast of 

the lecture available to the students and thus make up for the 

unattended lectures. 

Reusability & Repurposing: Recording a lecture and then 

offering that podcast to the student helps a lecturer or professor to 

ensure that all points pertaining to a certain topic are well 

covered. This comes in handy when the lecturer in question 

teaches multiple sessions of the same class. It helps the lecturer to 

ensure that all his students get the same information and to cover 

the syllabus uniformly. 

 

TOOLS TO CREATE YOUR PODCAST  
 

Thomas, (2006) outline some of the software you might start with 

to create your podcasts. Only four tools were included, but there 

are several other tools such as Computer of either PC; Mac; 

Linux; Audio recording software: Audacity (free – multi-

platform); Garage Band (Mac) 

 

1- Audacity: Audacity is a free, open source, cross platform 

software for recording and editing sounds. It is available for both 

Windows, Mac, GNU/Linux and other operating systems. 

 

2- Garage Band: This is apple software that provides users with 

a great platform where they can record their audio files and share 

them with others. 

 

3-Podomatic: This is another great web tool that lets you create, 

find and share podcasts with others 

 

4- Odiogo: This one here transforms news sites and blog posts 

into audio files ready to download anywhere, anytime, on any 

device. 
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How to create a podcast? 
According to Gray, (2013) there are two (2) entities to be 

considered when podcasting: the podcaster and the listener 

or (audience). Basically there are four stages in podcasting, 

podcaster create audio content; podcaster inform 

subscribers students or listeners; student or listener 

subscribes to the feed file via podcast client (podcatcher) 

and detection of a podcast or new podcast. Gray (2013) 

further identify the main steps when creating a podcast; 

these are: 

 

1- Create audio content (recording) 
for this you will need a microphone and an audio recording 

software like the ones mentioned below. Every soft ware 

has instructions to guide you through your recording 

process. Make sure you practice speaking till you get 

confident enough then start recording. (Turn on your 

recording software or digital recorder and Speak) 

 

2- Test your Podcast 
Always make sure you listen to your podcasts and redo the 

parts that you don’t like until you finally get the version 

you want then move on to the next step (Save as a MP3 

file) 

 

3- Publish your podcast 
you can use online platforms for publishing your podcasts. 

If you have a blog for your class you can publish it there, 

you can also submit it to the public podcast directory 

services such as iTunes Music Store, Podcast.net, 

OurMedia.org, Podcast Alley, or Podcast Pickle.  

 

 

 

4- Promote/ publicize your podcast 

 

Now that you have recorded and uploaded your podcast, 

you will have to start promoting it so that others know 

about it. This can be done through providing the podcast 

link (URL of the page where it is hosted) or through 

creating an RSS Feed document which will let users 

subscribe to your podcast. (Update RSS (MAYBE) Find 

something else to do… You are done 

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

One of the greatest pedagogic characteristics offered by 

educational podcasting is the chance to learn through 

listening; learning through listening is enjoyable and less 

tedious than reading. Educational podcasts are appealing 

and may encourage students who don’t like reading. Many 

students actually struggle with reading through mental 

impairments, and podcasts can be a huge aid to this. 

Podcasts are equally useful in cases where visual 

impairment makes traditional learning methods arduous. 

Using podcasts in your teaching can help you encourage 

your students to engage with your classes, your material 

and never miss a thing. Podcasting is one of the best things 

you could do for your students, so why not have a go 

today! Potential adopters of podcasting innovation should 

evaluate the positive value that the podcast innovation has 

for them which can be measured in terms of cost and 

benefits;  

The following recommendations were made: School management 

should adopt the use of podcast for lecturers everyday teaching 

and for students learning operations, create awareness by 

encouraging students and lecturers to use podcast;, provide the 

needed podcasting facilities for utilization; encouraged and 

assists in acquire knowledge, skills in order not to be left behind 

in this information age by ensuring all schools are equipped with 

the latest podcast IT resource;  Privacy ,teacher and student 

privacy concerns must be addressed.  
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